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INTRODUCTION

METHODOLOGY

 Globally, the manufacturing sector is one of the
major energy and water consumers, it accounts for:

Process understanding

Run mode detection

• 19% of all water usages [1]
• 90% of total energy usage in industrial sector [2]
 Total cost of common industrial resources that are
used during production, such as purified water and
steam, is often seen as very low or is unknown [3].
In many facilities, this lack of awareness leads to an
increased consumption of these resources.

Objectives
 To investigate the total costs that are related to
purified water and steam generation in industrial
facilities by taking all required values into account
 To provide a transferable methodology for
manufactures for implementing an automated
benchmark in their monitoring system. The live
update of this parameter is guaranteed by using
online and proxy metering devices

 Proxy metering allows to
infer unknown parameters
by combining measurable
parameters in a
mathematical model:
• Profound process
knowledge is needed
 Achieved during first
phase of methodology
• Striving choice for
resource or run mode
estimation where online
meters are missing since
no further physical meter
needed and minimal
impact on process during
implementation
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 Adding up cost of
resources and further
added values:
• Integrating benchmark in
companies monitoring
system to track system
changes and their impact
on the total cost

 Methodology applied to a water purification and steam system of a life science company
Water purification system

Methodology:
The presented framework reveals the real value of
purified water and steam in industrial environments
by presenting how each individual driver affects the
total cost. This model offers an automated
benchmark with possibility of small step analyses
and live tracking. This allows the tracking of system
changes and their impact on the total cost. Gained
insights justify system improvements by providing a
shorter payback time compared to cost of single
resources. In addition, benchmark can be part of a
company wide energy and resource management
system and may function as a Key Performance
Indicator (KPI).

Economic: Cost per unit

Fig.1: Methodology to integrate the total cost calculations in a
water purification or steam system

RESULTS
CONCLUSIONS

Data acquisition

 Studying of process with
P&IDs and operating staff:
• Identify run modes,
required resources and
further added values
• Localising online
metering devices and
checking functionality
• Gathering of economic
data for every resource
and further added value

 Conducted onsite
recording of efficiency
and electricity
consumption
 Proxy metering device
used to infer run mode
of purification devices
and generated purified
water

Steam system

Table.1: Required resources and further added values in case facility

Resource

Purified
water
system

Steam
system

Cost
per unit

Natural gas

x



0.31 [€/m3]

Mains water





2.13 [€/m3]

Electrical energy





0.10 [€/kWh]





Further added values

Cost [€/year]

86,228

 Conducted onsite
recording of electricity
consumption
 Proxy metering device
used to infer amount
of added mains water

6,348

Case study:
Purified water cost on average 7.26 € 𝑚3 , which is
3.4 times higher than the mains water supply cost.
Membrane replacement of reverse osmosis unit led
to higher efficiency and resulted in 13% cost savings.
Steam generation cost on average 26.48 € 𝑡 . When
regarding efficiency of the steam distribution system
(89%): Steam consumption cost on average:
29.75 € 𝑡 .

Fig.2: Total cost of purified water in case facility (red),
mains water supply cost per cubic meter (blue)

Fig.4: Total cost of steam in case facility
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Fig.3: Cost allocation for total cost of purified water:
(a) Resources and further added values allocation,
(b) Allocation of further added values

Fig.5: Cost allocation for total cost of steam in case
facility
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